
 

  

Guest Accommodation 
We have adopted the principle, ‘your 
bedroom is your bubble’ for your stay. 
This is to protect you and our colleagues. 

 
 

Why this approach? 
We want our guests to be comfortable and safe.  

 

What does it involve? 
We carry out enhanced deep cleaning when a guest bedroom is 
vacated, using commercial grade cleaning products. The room is 

then signed off and secured for your arrival.  
 

If you are staying longer than one night, you are given the option 
at check-in of not having your room serviced during your stay; 
having a towel service only; or having a full service. If there is a 

maintenance issue in your room, we will ask you to leave the room 
whilst we deal with it. These measures will minimise or avoid staff 

intrusions into your accommodation ‘bubble’. 
 

What’s different? 
We have removed hospitality trays from guest rooms as our risk 

assessment indicated these carry an unacceptably high risk factor. 
We have also removed guest directories and non-essential soft 

furnishings. We are carrying out regular cleaning and disinfecting 
of high-volume touchpoints, such as door handles, lift buttons and 

surfaces in washrooms. 
 

Hand Sanitiser Points 
Are located at the reception and bistro 
entrances, reception desk, all lift lobbies and at 
the entrances to all dining areas. Please use 
frequently and freely. 

 

COVID Symptoms? 
If you have Covid symptoms, contact 
reservations and we will reschedule your stay. If 
you develop Covid symptoms whilst at the Hotel, 
please stay in your bedroom & call ‘710’. 

 

Welcome to Magherabuoy House 
 

As a result of the Covid-19 pandemic, and in the interests of your 
safety as well as that of our colleagues and wider society, we 
have had to make some changes to how we do things and to 

some of the services we provide. Some of the changes are based 
on government regulations which we are obligated to adhere to. 

 
Some services may be different, cleaning activities have been 

enhanced, and you will see some of our staff wearing PPE. You 
will see Perspex screens, wall signage and floor markings. We 
hope the measures we have taken won’t impose too much on 

your enjoyment of your stay, but as we want to see these 
restrictions relaxed further as soon as possible we ask for your 

patience, understanding and support. 
 

We have produced this short guide to help explain the steps we 
have taken to reduce the risk of coronavirus spread. We hope 

you find it helpful, and would ask you to dispose of this after use. 
If you have any questions, please ask a member of our team and 

they will be glad to help or visit our website for more details. 
 

www.magherabuoy.co.uk/covid-19 



 

 

Service of Alcohol  
The sale of alcohol indoors is restricted to 
table service only; and only where the 
sale of alcohol is ancillary to the provision 
of a ‘main table meal’.  

 

Why have the rules changed? 
The Northern Ireland Executive permitted the reopening of 

hospitality businesses on the 3rd of July 2020, subject to certain 
conditions. These conditions impose obligations on all Hotels that 
we are required to observe and adhere to. Guests can continue to 

have an alcoholic drink, but not just as freely as pre-lockdown.  
 

Where and when can I have an alcoholic drink? 
You can have an alcoholic drink indoors when seated at a table and 
when you are having a main table meal. You can’t drink at the bar. 
You can have an alcoholic drink outdoors when you are seated at a 

table on our terrace. You do not have to have a meal if you are 
having a drink whilst seated at our outdoor service area. 

 
What’s a ‘main table meal’? 

A main course from our Tea Room, Bistro or Sunday Lunch menus. 
Light snacks such as sandwiches or starters do not to qualify as a 

main table meal. 
 

What if I dine and then leave my table, but return later. Can I get 
an alcoholic drink then? 

Yes, if you return within a reasonable time. 
 

Are the rules different for Hotel Residents? 
Unfortunately the rules apply irrespective of whether you are or 

aren’t an overnight guest. 
 

 
Contactless payment preferred 

 

Service of Food 
Hotel restaurants are permitted to 
reopen, subject to the implementation of 
social distancing (2m, or where this can’t 
be achieved, 1m with other mitigations). 

 

How is Breakfast service affected? 
Breakfast service hours are 7am-10am Mon-Sat & 8am-10am Sun. 
To avoid queues and waiting times we are asking guests to book a 

breakfast time with Reception. We will give you your preferred 
time where possible. At breakfast we will seat you at your table 
and take your order. All of your breakfast order will be served to 

you to avoid queues and contamination. 
 

Has Leona’s Tea Room moved? 
To enable social distancing we have relocated Leona’s Tea Room & 

Bakery to the Bistro area of the Hotel. 
Because of this we have been able to enhance our lunchtime menu 

options. Leona’s service hours are 10am-4pm Mon-Sat. 
 

Is the Bistro open? 
Dawson’s Bistro is open every day from 4pm, and from 12.30pm 
on Sundays when we serve traditional roast meals. The Tea Time 

menu is served every day from 4pm-6pm. 
 

Do I need to book a table? 
We will accommodate a walk-up if we can, but preference will of 
course be given to pre-bookings. Pre-booking can avoid waiting. 

 
What size of group can dine together? 

To enable social distancing we will separate larger groups across 
two or more tables; and/or seat larger groups in our restaurant 

area.  
 

Contactless payment preferred 

 


